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Lisa Susanne Callegari M.D., M.P.H.







Accepting new patients

Make an Appointment (/patient-care/making-an-
appointment)

Specialties
Contraception, Epidemiology, Gynecology, Health services,
Women's health

Languages
English, Spanish

Biography

Lisa Susanne Callegari, M.D., M.P.H. joined the UW faculty as an assistant professor in 2011. She returned to
academics after 5 years of general obstetrics and gynecology practice to focus on her interests in teaching and public
health research. 

Dr. Callegari's clinical interests include caring for women with all gynecologic conditions, including treatment of
abnormal bleeding, pelvic pain, cervical dysplasia, �broids, endometrial hyperplasia, prolapse and incontinence. She
has special training in minimally invasive laparoscopy, including laparoscopic total and supracervical hysterectomy. 

Dr. Callegari's goal is to provide women with the information and support they need to make the right decisions
about their own health and well-being. She enjoys getting to know each and every patient as an individual and
believes in working together with women to develop a treatment plan that addresses their individual goals and
needs.

Personal Interests

Dr. Callegari loves to be outside running, biking, hiking, camping, skiing or just playing with her three kids.
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CONTENT SPOTLIGHT

What Does a Heart Attack Feel Like? One Doctor’s Story
(https://rightasrain.uwmedicine.org/well/stories/heart-attack-women)



How Long Are You Going to Live? These 3 Fitness Tests Can Tell You.
(https://rightasrain.uwmedicine.org/body/exercise/increase-your-longevity)



Brain games? Yoga? What slows mild cognitive impairment?
(https://newsroom.uw.edu/postscript/brain-games-yoga-what-slows-mild-cognitive-
impairment)



UW Medicine Newsroom: A news source for journalists (https://newsroom.uw.edu) 

 (https://www.facebook.com/uwmedicine)  
(https://www.linkedin.com/company/uw-medicine)  
(https://twitter.com/uwmedicine)  
(https://www.instagram.com/UWMedicine)  
(https://www.youtube.com/user/UWMedicineHealth)

 (/)
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About UW Medicine (/about)

Provider Resource (/provider-resource)

Media Inquiries (https://newsroom.uw.edu)

Fact Book (https://www.uwmedicine.org/factbook)

Contact Us (/about/contact-us)

Careers (/about/career-opportunities)

Volunteer (/volunteering)

Donate (http://www.acceleratemed.org/give/?
source=MEDXCL%2CMDNOVT%2CUWMEDS%2CHCMISS%2CADISUN%2CNWMEDI%2CVALLEY%2CMEDNEI%2CAIRFUN)

UW.edu (https://www.uw.edu)
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